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What we will cover

•Why have Liaison?
•Requirements
•Guidance material
•Typical Violations
•Records



The Need

•San Bruno, 
California

•Marshal, 
Michigan

•Bellingham, WA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
San Bruno,   9/9/10, 30-inch gas pipeline resulted in 8 fatalities Fire Chief stated he was not aware of a major gas pipe going through community.  After the explosion, they realized there was a need to know  and online maps and other resources were available to first respondersMarshal Michigan,  7/25/2010, Over 1MG of crude spilled in Kalamazoo river.   It took eighteen hours for the company to learn of the spill.  Officials did not know about the pipeline and contacted the gas company.Bellingham WA 6/10/1999,  277 thousand gallons gasoline spilled killing three  and eight injuries.  Fire officials were unaware that the pipeline was in the area and did nor know what they were dealing willThere is a history of emergency response officials not knowing what pipeline systems are in their area.  This has delayed and complicated responses to emergency situations.



49 CFR 192.615 (a)
(a) Each operator shall establish written procedures to 

minimize the hazard resulting from a gas pipeline 
emergency.  At a minimum, the procedures must 
provide for the following:
(2) Establishing and maintaining adequate means of 

communication with appropriate fire, police and 
other public officials

(8) Notifying appropriate fire, police and other public 
officials of gas            pipeline emergencies and 
coordinating with them both planned responses and 
actual responses during an emergency.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do the rules require when it comes to establishing liaison.What are key components of this requirementNeeds to be a written procedure to minimize hazards from natural gas emergenciesEstablish adequate communication  with fire . Police and other public officials Who are other public official , emergency management officials, call centersMaintain communication with fire, police and public officials – expectation is that this is an ongoing processWhat are you required to addressNotification of emergenciesCoordinating planned response (drills, How to handle gas shut off)Coordinating actual response during an emergencyUnfortunately adequate is not defined until the act is performed



49 CFR 192.615 (c) Emergency Plans
(c) Each operator shall establish and maintain liaison with 
appropriate fire, police and other public officials to:
(1)  Learn the responsibility and resources of each government 
organization that may respond to a gas pipeline pipe line 
emergency
(2) Acquaint the officials with the operators ability in 

responding to a gas pipeline emergency
(3) Identify the types of gas pipeline emergencies of which the 

operator notifies the officials; and 
(4) Plan how the operator and officials can engage in mutual 

assistance to minimize hazards to life or property.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Must establish Liaison with appropriate  fire, police and public officials to:Learn responsibility and resource of each organization that may respond to emergencyAcquaint officials with operators ability to respond to emergenciesIdentify types of emergencies of which operator notifies officialsPlan how operator and officials can engage in mutual assistance to minimize hazardsApproaches may need to be customized based on size hierarchies and needs of the specific communities



Guidance for conducting inspections 
- Procedures
•Is there  procedure describing 
how liaison with fire, police, 
other public officials and 
utility owners is established 
and maintained?

•Is the procedure followed?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is guidance that inspectors are given to evaluate operator liaison programs.Some of this guidance comes from IA which is the electronic checklist used by many pipeline inspectorsSome guidance comes from Pipeline Awareness Program Inspection GuidanceThe is guide offers clues which reveal the type of questions inspectors make ask and issues they may addressThins an inspector will look at include:Is there a procedure describing how liaisons are established?The other issue obvious issue derived from this initial questions is whether the procedure was followed.



Guidance for Conducting 
Inspections- Establishing Liaison
• Is the operator periodically communicating 
with local emergency officials?

• Is there documentation that liaison with all 
necessary emergency and other public 
officials are established?

• Determine how liaisons are made
• Does the operator have contact information 
for appropriate officials?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is the operator communicating regularly with local emergency response officials,  This include fire, police and other emergency officialsAre these processes for communicating documented.  What does documentation looks like?  Meeting minutes agenda, sign in sheets, hand outsThe inspector may want to know how liaisons are made, Is there a meeting, training, drillsDoes the operator have a contact list for the various representatives within the community .  How do you handle contacts in large cities? 



Guidance for conducting inspections 
– identification of emergency types
•Have the various types of 
emergencies for which the 
various officials be notified 
been identified and 
communicated?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There needs to communication identifying the various types of emergencies for which the officials might be notifies.	What are some type of emergencies 	Third party damage	Outside forces	Leak complaints	ruptures	leaks	electrical arcing events (power outages)



Guidance for conducting inspections 
- Emergency Response Plans
Does the emergency plan address:
• Making emergency response plans available as 

appropriate to affected emergency response officials?
• A process to identify and document the emergency 

response responsibilities, capabilities and resources of 
each jurisdiction?

• How the operator determines that affected emergency 
response organizations have adequate and proper 
resources to respond?

• Capabilities to carry out the emergency response plan?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How are emergency plans made available to emergency personnel?  Is there a summary available, is it available on the web, Is a copy give  to the response agencies?Is there a process for documenting emergency response responsibilities, capabilities and resources of each jurisdiction.  How are differences handled?  This is a process which may involve some dialogue.How does the operator determine if the response agency has adequate resources to respond  The regulator is looking for a rational and practical to making these determinations. approach Does the operator have the capabilities to carry out the emergency response plan.



Guidance for conducting inspections 
- Emergency Plan implementation
• Has operators emergency response plans been available 

as appropriate to affected emergency response officials?
• Has the operator identified and documented the 

emergency response responsibilities, capabilities and 
resources of each jurisdiction?

• How did the operator determine the affected emergency 
response organizations have adequate and proper 
resources to respond?

• Are the capabilities considered in the emergency 
response plan?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is the plan made available to the appropriate emergency plan officialsHas the operator determined emergency response responsibilities, capabilities and resources for each jurisdiction.  This will vary dependent of the nature size of the jurisdiction. How is the operator determine if the response organization had adequate resourcesAre the varying emergency response capabilities considered in the plan.



Guidance For conducting inspections 
-Emergency Response Messaging
Does the emergency plan/summary and message material 
address:
• Does operator include information on how 
emergency officials can access the operators 
emergency response plans covering their 
jurisdiction?

• Verify where operators emergency plan is 
located.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What the needs for the responders?  How do the needs vary for jurisdictions?Has it been determined that emergency responders have the appropriate resources to respond to an emergencyHow do you ensure that information is relayed to those who may respond but did not attend training/information sessionsDoes operator provide information on how responders can access emergency response plans Verify emergency plan location.  Is it accessible to those that need it.



Guidance for conducting inspections 
– Records of Response Capabilities
•Do records indicate the same 
capability and resource 
assumptions for all 
jurisdictions  or are 
jurisdiction-specific 
differences accounted for?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Does the operator account for differences capability and resources in their emergency planning effortsSmaller volunteer fire department may rely more on the operators expertise on making risk based decisions 



Guidance for Conducting Inspections 
– Mutual Response Coordination

•Is mutual response 
and assistance 
coordinated with each 
affected jurisdiction?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many emergency responders have mutual assistance agreement.   Are these jurisdictions included in liaison work?



Guidance for Conducting Inspections 
- Training
•Have training sessions been 
conducted for emergency 
responders?

•How did operator communicate the 
information to responders who did 
not attend the training?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Was training conducted with emergency respondersHow is information communicated to those who did not attend training



Guidance for Conducting Inspections 
– Type Communication with Parties
•Do records include the type 
of information that is 
provided to other parties and 
what was communicated to 
ensure that every party knows 
what is expected of each 
other during the emergency?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are the details of what was communicated documentedDoes this include information which identifies what can be expected in the event of an emergency



Guidance for conducting Inspections 
– Liaison with Utilities
•Does emergency response 
training include liaison with the 
owners of electric and other 
utilities in the vicinity of the 
pipeline system in order to pre-
plan and coordinate response to 
pipeline emergencies?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Advisory bulleting released in May 23, 2005Incidents in Oklahoma and AlaskaElectric  and other utilities are sources of ignition that needs to be managed in the event of an emergency.    Emergency planning efforts need to be preplanned and coordinated between pipeline operators and electric/ utility operators.



Violations/Areas of Concern
• Operator did not maintain liaison with emergency 

response officials
• Operators external resources held information and /or 

public meetings but the pipeline operator did not attend 
the session

• Operators message and materials did not contain 
information about how emergency response officials can 
get access to emergency plans/summaries as appropriate 
or necessary

• Emergency information provided to emergency response 
officials failed to provide operator specific information



Examples of Relevant Evidence
• Emergency response plan or summary
• Copies of operators Public Awareness Program
• Copies of presentations, attendees list, agenda, 
letters, brochures, flyers, evaluations, meeting notes, 
follow up activities

• Emergency representative contact list
• Documented statements from operator personnel
• Public meeting list
• Emergency exercise or drill list (w/notes)



Questions
Contact:

Joe Subsits
Washington Utilities and 
Transportation Commission
Joe.subsits@utc.wa.gov
(360) 664-1322

mailto:Joe.subsits@utc.wa.gov
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